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Praise and Rewards

Individual

Verbal praise Staff will verbally praise pupils for following our rules.

Notes home On Seesaw, your child may occasionally get a positive note home from a member of staff
who has been particularly impressed by a child’s attitude.

Special
responsibilities

Pupils are given special responsibilities by staff if they have demonstrated their
commitment to the standards and can take on extra roles.

Above and Beyond Pupils are nominated by the staff in school for a special above and beyond award. The
award is for consistently demonstrating our 3 behaviour standards - ‘Ready, Respectful &
Safe’.

Quinta Star Pupils who have previously been nominated for an Above and Beyond can be nominated
for our highest award - ‘A Quinta Star’. Pupils will receive a golden badge and take a
special place in the following assemblies. Parents will be invited into school to see their
child receive this award during our celebration assembly.

Team

Class points Pupils earn class points by following the standards. The points go towards a class total
and then reward afternoons are rewarded when they achieve the agreed celebration total.

Consequences and Additional Support

Low level - Quick reminder of ‘Ready, Respectful, Safe’.
(warning given - 1 behaviour point removed for the session.)

Low continuous or
Medium level

- Child has restorative conversation in their next period of free time
(2nd warning - 2 behaviour points in total removed for that session)

Medium / High - Additional reflection time with a member of staff (break / lunch)

Intensive support - Where senior leaders believe the pupil’s behaviour is concerning enough to be
escalated to a behaviour support plan. A pathway to positive will be introduced.
This will be shared with key staff and parents. The pupil will be allocated a
champion who will be regularly checking in to support the pupil in making great
choices.

Unsafe /violent
behaviour

Suspension or exclusion.
- Pupils who are extremely violent either intending to or actually causing harm to a

member of staff or other child may be suspended or permanently excluded from
school. This will be the decision for the headteacher.

● Every incident will be dealt with individually and the appropriate conversations, consequences and
support will be given as directed by the school staff.

● Parents will only be informed if, in the professional opinion of the staff involved, there is a reason to
escalate to home. This may occur after patterns of low level behaviour concerns emerge or after a
high behaviour incident.


